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this compendium of how to sew men s clothes is extensively illustrated with black and white drawings and diagrams this book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s
and before the content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience step by step to a handmade men s jacket hundreds of steps and thousands of hand
stitches are necessary before you hold a finished men s jacket in your hands the trick is to follow the correct order of the individual steps and combine traditional and modern
processing methods as in the first volume of our men s tailoring books how to make shirts trousers and vests step by step instructions in this book with numerous photos and
drawings lead safely through the fittings to the finished garment detailed explanations ensure that you always keep an overview this book is intended for advanced users with a few
years of sewing practice but even beginners can make use of the know how of individual chapters the way to the finished jacket is not short but with the help of the tips and tricks
from master tailor sven jungclaus and a little practice first sewing successes can be achieved quickly first published in 1873 this vintage book contains a detailed guide to tailoring
focusing on cutting a variety of garments for both men and women it contains diagrams indicating how the fabric should be measured and cut as well as detailed explanations and
directions for doing the cutting itself a scientific guide to practical cutting will be of utility to those with an interest in tailoring or making their own cost effective clothing
contents include how to measure description of plate i description of plate ii description of plate iii description of plate iv description of plate v etc many vintage books such as this
are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on dressmaking and tailoring excerpt from h matheson s scientific and practical guide for the tailor s cutting department being a complete treatise on
measuring drafting and making up in all styles from childhood to old age h matheson s scientific and practical guide for the tailor s cutting department being a complete treatise on
measuring drafting and making up in all styles from childhood to old age was written by h matheson in 1871 this is a 105 page book containing 18380 words and 48 pictures search
inside is enabled for this title about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works tailoring is the complete photo guide to
sewing jackets and coats written by sewing professionals this book teaches the trusted proven methods for sewing tailored jackets with impeccable details and perfect fit written
for the intermediate sewer who wants to move on to more challenging projects this book ensures success with detailed step by step instructions more than 400 photos in depth
discussions about products and how to use them tailoring offers guidance for every aspect of tailoring a jacket fitting and pattern alteration fabrics and tools interfacings
interlinings seams and finishes hand stitches collars pressing topstitching shaping shoulders setting in sleeves sewing pockets vents and making perfect buttonholes a guide to pattern
drafting for men s period costume measurement and construction of dress coats frock coats and morning coats jackets trousers waistcoats and top coats fully detailed revised
includes tailoring notes alternate style and design cross reference more detailed patterns and over 175 costume illustrations fashion plates photos and drawings back cover this
book is a comprehensive guide for tailors and cutters as well as for fashion enthusiasts it provides an index of cutting and tailoring techniques as well as the latest trends in the
fashion industry with detailed illustrations and step by step instructions this book is an essential resource for anyone interested in fashion and cutting this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from the cutters practical guide to the cutting of ladies garments embracing all the new
and current styles of every class and style of ladies garment now being made in the best tailoring firms on no account sew the lining and the outside to gether at the same time as the
dressmakers do because the linings require to be wider and longer in the hollow and shorter over the curves just as the inner edge of a circle is shorter than the outer edge so must the
out side be to the lining it is the tailor s aim to make the outside fit the lining is merely an accessory it is the dressmaker s aim to make the lining fit have your bone casings put in very
long over the waist let them be made from material on the bias do not let them come higher than the top of the darts or nearer the bottom than 5 an inch let the bones be carefully
prepared and firmly secured in sewing the seams full on the round ones a trifle about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
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experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from the parisian tailor complete instructor and
practical guide to ladies tailoring every lady should possess the knowledge and art of garment cutting for though they may never have occasion to use a needle or thimble they
should know the form their body requires the pattern to be cut in order to produce a satisfactory fitting garment as it gives a lady unlimited field for design and brings the art of
dress designing and making within easy reach to the lady who de sires to make her own garments and those of her family the teacher who desires to instruct her class the dressmaker
who has to work for all forms and ages about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works bestselling author claire shaeffer
teaches you everything you need to know to plan and sew the perfect jacket based on couture techniques learnt from master tailors this book begins with the equipment materials
design elements and sewing and construction techniques used in all types of tailoring part two provides an illustrated step by step guide to making a couture jacket explaining all
the design options and alternative methods for making every element including collars sleeves and pockets couture tailoring includes over 800 step by step illustrations throughout
over 200 photographs of couture jackets by chanel dior yves saint laurent and more than 100 couture tips any aspiring tailor must have this book in their fashion library finally
fitting wardrobe only perfectly fitting garments are looking great from now on you no longer have to worry about badly fitting pieces with industry standard sizes simply create
the patterns for skirts dresses blouses coats blazers and pants according to your measurements whether you are a professional tailor or sewing is your favorite hobby this book
supports you with practical step by step instructions in creating suitable sewing patterns get valuable professional tips from master tailor sven jungclaus and start sewing some
of the drafts are constructed by the original direct measure c p g cutters practical guide system introduced by the late w d f vincent when he was editor of tailor and cutter others
are arranged in the now widely adopted proportionate basis of construction all have been revised and brought up to date preface a a whife bespoke tailoring a good silhouette is the
dna of a garment a kind of architecture for textile ideas in this book practical step by step instructions ensure that inexperienced cutters can work out the perfect fit on average
body shapes for a suit a coat pants and more based on individual body measurements from many years of experience the internationally active tailor and master of this craft sven
jungclaus passes on his professional knowledge to those who are interested because the gentleman of today is wearing custom made the art of cutting fitting is a practical manual
that teaches the art and science of tailoring with detailed instructions and clear illustrations it covers everything from measuring and cutting fabrics to fitting and finishing
garments whether you are a beginner or an experienced tailor this book will help you improve your skills and achieve better results this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant with opulent fashions the ultimate in style women of the late victorian era wore a great deal of silks and satins
daring combinations of bright colors were in so were large hats profusely trimmed but by the end of the nineteenth century ladies tastes in fashion were changing along with female
lifestyles larger numbers of women were not only working outside the home they were also playing tennis and golf and riding bicycles and horses all these activities called for a
definite change in female fashions women came to rely on tailored suits with full skirts and fitted jackets over simple blouses riding habits called for a long draped skirt worn over a
pair of trousers with the dawn of the twentieth century professional tailors turned to the comprehensive 1895 keystone guide to create office outfits riding pants shirtwaists and
other garments filled with more than eighty patterns the handy resource provided tailors with suggestions for fabric choices as well as instructions for the proper measurement
fitting cutting and sewing of such items as a bolero jacket a shirtwaist with yoke a single breasted vest and riding breeches supplemented with a selection of newly captioned
illustrations from the delineator magazine this volume will be a valuable reference for costume designers and fashion historians and a fascinating window on the past for nostalgia
enthusiasts this color edition is written for the purpose of self teaching the basics of planning designing cutting and sewing of cloth fabrics at home the author presents her
experience in mastering the art of tailoring for 45 years and hopes to transfer her skills to the new generation of students of professional tailoring table of contents chapter 1
introduction to tailoring types of tailoring prerequisites of learning tailoring sewing tools the basics of stitching 1 normal harness 2 alternate stitch 3 overcast stitch catch
stitch cross stitch tack whipstitch overhand needle threading chapter 2 sewing wares types of fabrics used in garments sewing machine o finishing or over machine o description of the
sewing machine o making stitches in sewing machine o the two sources of yarn in sewing machine o fitting the sewing machine to the type of stitching o filling and changing bobbin o
changing presser foot and needle o changing machine needle o use of sewing machine o placing fabric on the sewing machine o sewing fabric with sewing machine o sewing straight lines and
curved lines o the preparation of cloth o how to buy an embroidery machine that will fit your sewing needs description of sewing tools o scissors o machine needle o stitch remover o
pins and pin holders o thimble chapter 3 custom fitting tailoring method of taking measurements stages of making patterns transferring patterns to fabric marking tools trimming the
pattern transferring marking onto satin fabric i marking by chalk on fabric ii marking by pinning fabric layers iii marking by temporary stitching of fabrics iv transfer of marks by carbon
paper and roulette pinning dantelle fabric to satin fabric cutting two layered fabrics initial hand stitching of marked fabric chapter 4 pattern tailoring key to symbols used on
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patterns steps of pattern tailoring 1 taking measurements for female garments 2 choose your pattern 3 the sketch of the style 4 fabric 5 pattern pieces 6 finding the right pieces on
the pattern sheet 7 preparing to trace the pattern pieces 8 tracing 9 pattern layout 1 tailoring of wedding dress i 2 tailoring of wedding dress ii 3 tailoring of wedding dress iii 4
tailoring of wedding dress iv 5 tailoring of party dress v 6 tailoring of wedding dress vi 7 tailoring of wedding dress vii 8 tailoring of party dress 9 tailoring of work dress 10
tailoring of party dress ii cost of tailoring single dress and ten dresses cost of tailoring single dress and ten dresses a the cost of a single dress for one person with an experienced
tailor is calculated based on time taken to cut and mark as 90 minutes and the time to sew and finish as 2 to 2 5 hours fabric cost width 140 cm x length 2 meter 3 to 4 per meter
length 4 x 2 8 zipper 50 cm 1 thread 1 cost of electricity 2 net cost 8 1 1 2 12 sale price 100 b the cost of cutting 10 dresses is based on 4 to 5 hours using 17 meters of fabric
fabric 17 meters x 2 34 zippers 10 x 2 20 thread 5 electricity 15 net cost 34 20 5 15 10 7 4 sale price 50 per dress



The Tailor's Cutting Guide

1993

this compendium of how to sew men s clothes is extensively illustrated with black and white drawings and diagrams this book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s
and before the content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience

A Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting-room

1848

step by step to a handmade men s jacket hundreds of steps and thousands of hand stitches are necessary before you hold a finished men s jacket in your hands the trick is to follow the
correct order of the individual steps and combine traditional and modern processing methods as in the first volume of our men s tailoring books how to make shirts trousers and vests
step by step instructions in this book with numerous photos and drawings lead safely through the fittings to the finished garment detailed explanations ensure that you always keep
an overview this book is intended for advanced users with a few years of sewing practice but even beginners can make use of the know how of individual chapters the way to the
finished jacket is not short but with the help of the tips and tricks from master tailor sven jungclaus and a little practice first sewing successes can be achieved quickly

The Cutters' Practical Guide to Cutting Every Kind of Garment Made by Tailors

18??

first published in 1873 this vintage book contains a detailed guide to tailoring focusing on cutting a variety of garments for both men and women it contains diagrams indicating how
the fabric should be measured and cut as well as detailed explanations and directions for doing the cutting itself a scientific guide to practical cutting will be of utility to those
with an interest in tailoring or making their own cost effective clothing contents include how to measure description of plate i description of plate ii description of plate iii
description of plate iv description of plate v etc many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now
in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on dressmaking and tailoring

The Cutters' Practical Guide to Cutting Every Kind of Garment Made by Tailors, in a Series of Parts

1890

excerpt from h matheson s scientific and practical guide for the tailor s cutting department being a complete treatise on measuring drafting and making up in all styles from childhood
to old age h matheson s scientific and practical guide for the tailor s cutting department being a complete treatise on measuring drafting and making up in all styles from childhood to
old age was written by h matheson in 1871 this is a 105 page book containing 18380 words and 48 pictures search inside is enabled for this title about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Gentlemen's Garment Cutting and Tailoring - The Dressmaker's Guide

2013-04-16

tailoring is the complete photo guide to sewing jackets and coats written by sewing professionals this book teaches the trusted proven methods for sewing tailored jackets with
impeccable details and perfect fit written for the intermediate sewer who wants to move on to more challenging projects this book ensures success with detailed step by step
instructions more than 400 photos in depth discussions about products and how to use them tailoring offers guidance for every aspect of tailoring a jacket fitting and pattern
alteration fabrics and tools interfacings interlinings seams and finishes hand stitches collars pressing topstitching shaping shoulders setting in sleeves sewing pockets vents and
making perfect buttonholes

Guide to men's tailoring, Volume 2

2021-03-25

a guide to pattern drafting for men s period costume measurement and construction of dress coats frock coats and morning coats jackets trousers waistcoats and top coats fully
detailed revised includes tailoring notes alternate style and design cross reference more detailed patterns and over 175 costume illustrations fashion plates photos and drawings
back cover

A Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting Room; Illustrated by Figures and Plates ... Designed and Arranged by J. Couts

1843

this book is a comprehensive guide for tailors and cutters as well as for fashion enthusiasts it provides an index of cutting and tailoring techniques as well as the latest trends in
the fashion industry with detailed illustrations and step by step instructions this book is an essential resource for anyone interested in fashion and cutting this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Cutters' Practical Guide to Cutting Every Kind of Garment Made by Tailors, in a Series of Parts

1980

excerpt from the cutters practical guide to the cutting of ladies garments embracing all the new and current styles of every class and style of ladies garment now being made in the
best tailoring firms on no account sew the lining and the outside to gether at the same time as the dressmakers do because the linings require to be wider and longer in the hollow and
shorter over the curves just as the inner edge of a circle is shorter than the outer edge so must the out side be to the lining it is the tailor s aim to make the outside fit the lining is
merely an accessory it is the dressmaker s aim to make the lining fit have your bone casings put in very long over the waist let them be made from material on the bias do not let them
come higher than the top of the darts or nearer the bottom than 5 an inch let the bones be carefully prepared and firmly secured in sewing the seams full on the round ones a trifle
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



H. Matheson's Scientific and Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting Department

1871

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting-room

1848

excerpt from the parisian tailor complete instructor and practical guide to ladies tailoring every lady should possess the knowledge and art of garment cutting for though they
may never have occasion to use a needle or thimble they should know the form their body requires the pattern to be cut in order to produce a satisfactory fitting garment as it gives
a lady unlimited field for design and brings the art of dress designing and making within easy reach to the lady who de sires to make her own garments and those of her family the
teacher who desires to instruct her class the dressmaker who has to work for all forms and ages about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

A Scientific Guide to Practical Cutting - Every Style of Garment to Fit the Human Form

2019-04-17

bestselling author claire shaeffer teaches you everything you need to know to plan and sew the perfect jacket based on couture techniques learnt from master tailors this book
begins with the equipment materials design elements and sewing and construction techniques used in all types of tailoring part two provides an illustrated step by step guide to
making a couture jacket explaining all the design options and alternative methods for making every element including collars sleeves and pockets couture tailoring includes over 800
step by step illustrations throughout over 200 photographs of couture jackets by chanel dior yves saint laurent and more than 100 couture tips any aspiring tailor must have
this book in their fashion library

Men's Garments, 1830-1900

1989

finally fitting wardrobe only perfectly fitting garments are looking great from now on you no longer have to worry about badly fitting pieces with industry standard sizes simply
create the patterns for skirts dresses blouses coats blazers and pants according to your measurements whether you are a professional tailor or sewing is your favorite hobby this
book supports you with practical step by step instructions in creating suitable sewing patterns get valuable professional tips from master tailor sven jungclaus and start sewing



H. Matheson's Scientific and Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting Department

2015-08-04

some of the drafts are constructed by the original direct measure c p g cutters practical guide system introduced by the late w d f vincent when he was editor of tailor and cutter
others are arranged in the now widely adopted proportionate basis of construction all have been revised and brought up to date preface a a whife

The Cutter's Practical Guide to Cutting and Making Shirts, Undergarments, Collars, and Specialite Clothing for
Various Occupations

1899

bespoke tailoring a good silhouette is the dna of a garment a kind of architecture for textile ideas in this book practical step by step instructions ensure that inexperienced cutters
can work out the perfect fit on average body shapes for a suit a coat pants and more based on individual body measurements from many years of experience the internationally active
tailor and master of this craft sven jungclaus passes on his professional knowledge to those who are interested because the gentleman of today is wearing custom made

The Cutters' Practical Guide to Coat Cutting & Making

19??

the art of cutting fitting is a practical manual that teaches the art and science of tailoring with detailed instructions and clear illustrations it covers everything from measuring
and cutting fabrics to fitting and finishing garments whether you are a beginner or an experienced tailor this book will help you improve your skills and achieve better results this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Cutters' Practical Guide to Cutting Every Kind of Garment Made by Tailors in a Series of Parts

189?

with opulent fashions the ultimate in style women of the late victorian era wore a great deal of silks and satins daring combinations of bright colors were in so were large hats
profusely trimmed but by the end of the nineteenth century ladies tastes in fashion were changing along with female lifestyles larger numbers of women were not only working outside
the home they were also playing tennis and golf and riding bicycles and horses all these activities called for a definite change in female fashions women came to rely on tailored suits
with full skirts and fitted jackets over simple blouses riding habits called for a long draped skirt worn over a pair of trousers with the dawn of the twentieth century professional
tailors turned to the comprehensive 1895 keystone guide to create office outfits riding pants shirtwaists and other garments filled with more than eighty patterns the handy
resource provided tailors with suggestions for fabric choices as well as instructions for the proper measurement fitting cutting and sewing of such items as a bolero jacket a
shirtwaist with yoke a single breasted vest and riding breeches supplemented with a selection of newly captioned illustrations from the delineator magazine this volume will be a
valuable reference for costume designers and fashion historians and a fascinating window on the past for nostalgia enthusiasts



The Cutters' Practical Guide to Cutting Every Kind of Garment Made by Tailors

1900

this color edition is written for the purpose of self teaching the basics of planning designing cutting and sewing of cloth fabrics at home the author presents her experience in mastering
the art of tailoring for 45 years and hopes to transfer her skills to the new generation of students of professional tailoring table of contents chapter 1 introduction to tailoring
types of tailoring prerequisites of learning tailoring sewing tools the basics of stitching 1 normal harness 2 alternate stitch 3 overcast stitch catch stitch cross stitch tack
whipstitch overhand needle threading chapter 2 sewing wares types of fabrics used in garments sewing machine o finishing or over machine o description of the sewing machine o making
stitches in sewing machine o the two sources of yarn in sewing machine o fitting the sewing machine to the type of stitching o filling and changing bobbin o changing presser foot and
needle o changing machine needle o use of sewing machine o placing fabric on the sewing machine o sewing fabric with sewing machine o sewing straight lines and curved lines o the
preparation of cloth o how to buy an embroidery machine that will fit your sewing needs description of sewing tools o scissors o machine needle o stitch remover o pins and pin
holders o thimble chapter 3 custom fitting tailoring method of taking measurements stages of making patterns transferring patterns to fabric marking tools trimming the pattern
transferring marking onto satin fabric i marking by chalk on fabric ii marking by pinning fabric layers iii marking by temporary stitching of fabrics iv transfer of marks by carbon paper
and roulette pinning dantelle fabric to satin fabric cutting two layered fabrics initial hand stitching of marked fabric chapter 4 pattern tailoring key to symbols used on patterns
steps of pattern tailoring 1 taking measurements for female garments 2 choose your pattern 3 the sketch of the style 4 fabric 5 pattern pieces 6 finding the right pieces on the
pattern sheet 7 preparing to trace the pattern pieces 8 tracing 9 pattern layout 1 tailoring of wedding dress i 2 tailoring of wedding dress ii 3 tailoring of wedding dress iii 4
tailoring of wedding dress iv 5 tailoring of party dress v 6 tailoring of wedding dress vi 7 tailoring of wedding dress vii 8 tailoring of party dress 9 tailoring of work dress 10
tailoring of party dress ii cost of tailoring single dress and ten dresses cost of tailoring single dress and ten dresses a the cost of a single dress for one person with an experienced
tailor is calculated based on time taken to cut and mark as 90 minutes and the time to sew and finish as 2 to 2 5 hours fabric cost width 140 cm x length 2 meter 3 to 4 per meter
length 4 x 2 8 zipper 50 cm 1 thread 1 cost of electricity 2 net cost 8 1 1 2 12 sale price 100 b the cost of cutting 10 dresses is based on 4 to 5 hours using 17 meters of fabric
fabric 17 meters x 2 34 zippers 10 x 2 20 thread 5 electricity 15 net cost 34 20 5 15 10 7 4 sale price 50 per dress

A practical guide for the tailor's cutting-room

1848

Tailoring

2011-05

A Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting-room

1910

A Scientific Guide to Practical Cutting

1873



Men's Garments, 1830-1900

1994

The Complete Guide to Practical Cutting (1853)

1993-01-01

The Tailor's New Guide; Being an Universal ... System of the Art of Cutting ... Illustrated by Engravings ... and ... Tables
of Calculations, Etc

1836

The Tailor And Cutter And London Art Journal

2023-07-18

The Cutters' Practical Guide to the Cutting of Ladies' Garments

2017-11-18

A Tailoring Manual

2012-07-01

L'Art du tailleur. The Tailor's Guide; a complete system of cutting every kind of garment to measure, etc. 2 vol

1855

The Cutter's Practical Guide to Cutting and Making Shirts, Undergarments, Collars, and Specialite Clothing for



Various Occupations

2021-09-09

H. Matheson's Scientific and Practical Guide for the Tailor's Cutting Department

1871

The Art of Cutting and Fitting

1948

The Parisian Tailor Complete Instructor and Practical Guide to Ladies' Tailoring (Classic Reprint)

2016-06-22

Couture Tailoring

2021-01-07

The Complete Guide to Practical Cutting

1910

Modern Ladies' Tailoring

2023-08-04

Cutters' Practical Guide to the Cutting of All Styles of Men's Garments, Coats, Waistcoats, Trousers, Breeches,
Overcoats and Sports and Military Garments

19??



Modern men's tailoring

2021-11-18

The Art of Cutting & Fitting

2023-07-18

The "Keystone" Jacket and Dress Cutter

2006-01-01

Tailoring Basics: Teach Yourself Dress Design, Cutting, and Sewing (Color)

2012-03-22
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